Abstract. Let x be a quadratic irrational and let P be the set of prime numbers. We show the existence of an infinite set S ⊂ P such that the statistics of the period of the continued fraction expansions along the sequence {px : p ∈ S} approach the 'normal' statistics given by the Gauss-Kuzmin measure. Under the generalized Riemann hypothesis, we prove that there exist full density subsets S ⊂ P and T ⊂ N satisfying the same assertion. We give a rate of convergence in all cases.
Introduction
In this paper we address some natural questions that were raised in [2] on the study of the evolution of the continued fraction expansion within a fixed real quadratic field. The reader is referred there for more details and motivation. We review here the necessary definitions for the presentation of our results.
For a real number x ∈ [0, 1] \ Q let x = [a 1 (x), a 2 (x), . . . ] be its uniquely defined continued fraction expansion. For a finite sequence of natural numbers w = (w 1 , . . . , w k ) we define the frequency of appearance of the pattern w in the continued fraction expansion of x, by D(x, w) = lim N 1 N # {1 ≤ n ≤ N : w = (a n+1 (x), . . . , a n+k (x))} .
We make the convention that for x ∈ R \ Q, D(x, w) := D(x, w) wherē x ∈ [0, 1] andx = x mod 1. As we explain in the introduction of [2] , for Lebesgue almost any x, D(x, w) exists and is equal to some explicit integral which depends only on w. We denote this almost sure value as c w .
In [2] we fix a quadratic irrational x and study the behavior of D(p n x, w) as n → ∞ where p is a fixed natural number, or more generally, the behavior of D(p n x, w) when p n → ∞ are supported on a fixed finite set of primes S (by supported we mean that if a prime p divides p n for some n then p ∈ S). The methods of [2] fail when the numbers p n are not supported of finite set of primes. The aim of this note is merely to rephrase known results in analytic number theory using a refinement of Duke's Theorem (See section 2.1) in order to answer question (4) of [2, §2.7] and some related results. Using the results of [4, 16] we have the following unconditional result: Theorem 1. There exist at most two real quadratic fields such that if a quadratic irrational x does not belong to them, there exist an infinite subset 1 S ⊂ P and δ > 0 such that for any pattern w there exists a constant C = C(w, x) with p ∈ S =⇒ |D(px, w) − c w | < Cp −δ .
Using [14] with with [11, 17] , we have the following two conditional results:
Theorem 2. Let x be a quadratic irrational. Then, assuming that the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis (GRH) holds, there exist a density one subset S ⊂ N and δ > 0 such that for any pattern w there exists a constant C = C(w, x) with
Similarly, let P denote the set of primes. Assuming that the GRH holds, there exist a density one sequence S ⊂ P and δ > 0 such that for any pattern w there exists a constant C = C(w, x) with
Remark 3. Using the same methods, Theorems 1 and 2 can be slightly generalized. For example, these theorems remain valid if we can consider D(w, 1.1. Organization of this note. As mentioned above the following note is merely a reformulation of known results in analytic number theory. As in [2] the above results follow from equidistribution of geodesic loops on the modular surface. In this context, there is an arithmetically defined sequence of collections G d of closed geodesics that equidistribute as d → ∞; this statement is now classically known as "Duke's Theorem". When one considers the statistics of continued fraction sequence along some arithmetic sequences, one is led to consider subcollections (in fact we will consider one "long" geodesic) of G d . When these subcollections occupy a substantial part of G d , one can hope that they will equidistribute too (c.f. the far-reaching conjecture [6, Conjecture 1.11]). Section 2 is devoted to describe these notions and state a variant of Duke's Theorem for subcollections. This establishes the bridge between statistics of continued fractions expansion and closed geodesics. Section 3 starts with the simple observations connecting the later to orders of certain matrices. Then we state several results from analytic number theory about these orders (which can be viewed as analogues of Artin's conjecture on primitive roots) and deduce our results.
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Preliminaries
We freely use notions from algebraic number theory in the context of quadratic real extensions, as orders, discriminant, regulators, etc. The reader is referred to [5, Page 133] or any algebra number theory book for background on these notions.
As in [2] , the above theorem follows from equidistribution theorems of certain geodesic loops on the modular surface so we briefly record the relevant settings. For the geodesic flow on the modular surface and also for its relation to continued fractions, we refer the reader to [8, Section 9.6]. Let X 2 = SL 2 (Z) \ SL 2 (R) =: Γ \ G be the unit tangent bundle of the modular surface. The geodesic flow on X 2 is given by the action of the diagonal group
is a real quadratic field. For a quadratic irrational x, we let
2.1. Duke's Theorem for subcollections. Proofs of all the statement of this subsection can be found in [7, §2] and the references within). For any
We can associate with
This order does not depend on the choice of x and therefore for any geodesic loop L = L x we can associate a discriminant by Disc(L) = Disc(O x ). Let G D be the set of geodesic loops which have discriminant D.
Theorem 4. Let D be positive non-square discriminant and
] be the order of discriminant D. We have:
Proof. See [7, §2] .
For any L ∈ G D we let µ L be the normalized length measure supported on L and we let l(L) denote the length of L. By Theorem 4, we have for . For the results of this paper, we are mainly in non-fundamental discriminants. Unfortunately, such a result does not exist in print. Nevertheless it is knows to experts (see e.g. [15] ) and it will appear in an upcoming monograph by Philippe Michel. The reader is also referred to [1] for a related result and general discussion of such results.
Proofs
Let D > 2 be a fundamental discriminant, O D the unique order of discriminant D and K = Frac(O D ). Hereafter, we make the explicit choice of
Proof. It is well known that for any order
As there is a unique order of a given (not necessarily fundamental) discriminant, we conveniently denote
Using the basis B = {1, x D } of K we identify K with Q 2 and O D with Z 2 . For α ∈ K we write m α as the multiplication map by α on K. Writing m α in the basis B (using rows), we get an embedding ϕ : K → M 2 (Q). The reader can readily verify that ϕ −1 (M 2 (Z)) = O D , and that for all α ∈ K, we have Trace K/Q (α) = Trace(ϕ(α)), Norm K/Q (α) = Det(ϕ(α)). Proof. By definition ϕ(α) = P Q R S where
Thus if ϕ(α) is a scalar matrix modulo N , in particular
, and write α = a+ bN x D for some a, b ∈ Z. As ϕ is a ring-homomorphism, we have
where I 2 is the identity matrix. As
It follows that
Proof. By definition of the regulator, we have that
so we need to show that
Using Lemma 7 we have that ǫ k ∈ O N 2 D if and only if ϕ(ǫ k ) is a scalar matrix mod N , and since det(ϕ(ǫ)) = Norm(ǫ) = 1, this is if and only if ϕ(ǫ k ) −1 = ϕ(ǫ −k ) is a scalar matrix mod N , which is equivalent to
. After noting that det(ϕ(ǫ)) = Norm(ǫ) = ±1 implies that whenever ϕ(ǫ l ) is a scalar matrix mod N for some l, it is in fact ±I mod N , (3.1) follows, and therefore also the first part of the corollary.
It is clear that R(N ), up to possibly a factor of 2, is ord N (ϕ(ǫ)) so the second part also follows. N (ϕ(ǫ D ) ). Let us review and fix some notations: As before, for a matrix M ∈ SL 2 (Z), ord N (M ) is the order of the reduction mod
Studying ord
The following observation is very simple but crucial to us so we enunciate it in a lemma: The study of ord N (ǫ D ), at least for prime moduli, can be considered as a quadratic analogue of Artin's conjecture on primitive roots [3] . This conjecture asserts that any integer a = ±1 is a primitive root in (Z/pZ) × for a set of primes of some explicitly given positive density. Under the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis (abbreviated henceforth as GRH), this conjecture has been verified by Hooley [13] . Unconditionally, with some restrictions (analogous to the exceptions in Theorem 10) Gupta and Murty [9] and Heath-Brown's [12] find an infinite set of primes for which a is primitive root modulo these primes. All the results below are various analogues of these works and their proofs are very similar in spirit.
Although we are not using it in the sequel, it is important for us to mention the following quadratic analogue of Hooley's result [13] on Artin's conjecture that was obtained by Roskam [18] :
Theorem. Let P denote the set of prime numbers. Under the GRH, there exists a subset S = S(D) ⊂ P of positive (explicitly given) density with
Narkiewic [16] proved a quadratic analogue of the results of Gupta and Murty [9] and Heath-Brown 
Remark 11. In fact, the set S(D) of Theorem 10 consists of rational primes that split in Q( √ D). Joseph Cohen [4] proved a similar result for non-split primes under some more (rather mild) restrictions on the possible discriminants that should be excluded.
Relaxing mildly the condition of being maximal, Par Kurlberg [14] was able to prove a much stronger conditional theorem: Theorem 12. Assume the GRH holds and let M be a hyperbolic matrix in SL 2 (Z). Then, for every ǫ > 0, there exists a subset S ⊂ N of density one such that
Similarly, for every ǫ > 0, there exists a subset T ⊂ Primes of density one such that
Hecke neighbors.
The results of the previous section deal with properties of x D (and correspondingly with ǫ D ), but we are interested in a general element x ∈ K which is not necessarily x D . To this end we first show that any two elements K can be connected to each other using the Hecke correspondence and then that this influences the regulator and the discriminant only by a multiplicative factor. Let p be a rational prime; two elements x, y ∈ K \ Q are called p-Hecke neighbors if Λ x ⊂ Λ y or Λ y ⊂ Λ x with index p.
Lemma 13. Let x, y ∈ K. Then y can be connected to x via a chain of Hecke friends. This is, there exist k ∈ N and
such that x i and x i+1 are p i -Hecke neighbors, with p i = p i (x, y) some rational primes.
Proof. Write y = Ax+B C with A, B, C ∈ Z. Factoring A into primes, we see that x can be connected to Ax. Clearly Λ Ax = Λ Ax+B , and by factoring C into primes we see that Ax + B can be connected to
Proof. Without less of generality we can assume that Λ y ⊂ Λ x . Note that any element α ∈ K × act by multiplication as an automorphism on (K, +). Thus any element α ∈ O × x fixes Λ x and acts on its sublattices of index p. Therefore there exists 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ p + 1 (p + 1 being the number of index p sublattices) such that α ℓ fixes Λ y , i.e., α ℓ ∈ O × y . Vice versa, any element α ∈ O × y fixes Λ y and acts on its suplattices (that is, lattices with Λ ⊃ Λ y ) of index p. As there are also p + 1 such suplattices, there exists 1 ≤l ≤ p + 1 such that αl fixes Λ x , i.e., αl ∈ O × x . Now, for any z ∈ K \ Q,
. By the preceding discussion, k(x) ≍ p k(y) so the first part of the lemma follows.
For the second part, first recall (see e.g. [5, Lemma 7.2] ) that orders in quadratic fields are monogenic (i.e. of the form Z[α]) and since every order is contained in Z[x D ] we can define l z to be the integer with the property
Using this, the claim will follows once we show that l x ≍ p l y . To this end recall the definition of O x and note that
Still working under the assumption that Λ y ⊂ Λ x and using the fact that any index p sublattice of a lattice Λ contains pΛ, we have:
3.3. Proofs of Theorems 2 and 1.
Proof. The proofs of both theorems are very similar. We start with Theorem 2, and comment afterwards on how to adapt the proof for Theorem 1. Let x be the quadratic irrational that appears in the statement of the Theorem and let D be the discriminant of Q(x). We first translate the statement on continued fractions to a statement on equidistribution of closed geodesics on X 2 : By [2, Theorem 8.8, Theorem 8.9 and Corollary 2.10]
1 it is enough to show that there exists a density one subset S = {N i } ⊂ N and 0 < δ 1 such that for f ∈ C ∞ c (X) we have
To this end, we will show that there exists a density one subset S = {N i } ⊂ N such that for every ǫ > 0 small enough
This is indeed enough as by Theorem 5, we have that (3.4) implies (3.3). Toward establishing (3.4), note that there exist
such that x i and x i+1 are p i -Hecke neighbors, with p i = p i (x) some rational primes. Recursive use of Lemma 14 imply that it is enough to show (3.4) for x D instead of x so we can use the results of Subsection 3.2 which implicitly deals with x = x D . Assuming GRH and applying Theorem 12 for the hyperbolic matrix ϕ(ǫ D ) and Corollary 8, we find a density one subset S = {N i } ⊂ N such that for every ǫ > 0 small enough we have The proof of the second part of Theorem 2 follow the exact same lines using as an input the second part of Theorem 12.
We explain how to adapt the proof above to get a proof for Theorem 1: Assuming D does not fall into the 2 possible exceptions, Theorem 10 furnishes an infinite set of primes S = {p i } with
Translating through Lemma 9 and using Corollary 8 we see that
≫ ǫ p i which establish a (slightly stronger) analog of (3.5). One proceeds now exactly as above to establish Theorem 1.
